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Abstract—Over the years, there have been numerous successful
applications of artiﬁcial intelligence techniques in the ﬁeld
of computer gaming. However, traditional graph-search based
techniques often fail to perform at human level in real-time
games with non-discrete game states. This fact encouraged the
research of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and its applications to
various aspects of computer game AI, especially in case of realtime strategies. We show how CBR can be used in the process of
selecting the most effective army composition in a strategy game
StarCraft, based on the game-related knowledge base designed
by human experts (gamers).

The main goals of the paper is to present the practical
application of CBR to an agent playing StarCraft and to
demonstrate that this technique can help create intelligent,
human-like behaviour in RTS games in general.
After the extensive overview of related work in section II,
section III describes in detail how the CBR is used to solve our
speciﬁc problem of selecting an optimal army composition. In
section IV, we introduce our agent and give some insight into
its implementation.

Keywords—Case-Based Reasoning, Agent, Real-Time Strategy,
StarCraft

II. R ELATED W ORK

I. I NTRODUCTION
Players of adversarial computer games often need to adapt
and react promptly and effectively to their opponent’s unpredicted strategy. Most known artiﬁcial intelligence techniques
have already been applied to computer games [11]. In this
paper we will describe theoretical basics of an AI technique
called Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and show how it can be
used to address one of the challenges from the ﬁeld of game
AI. CBR solves current, previously unseen, problems based on
the solutions of similar past problems. The method includes
the comparison process of current situation to previous similar
cases. It chooses the most similar case from the past, and uses
its corresponding remembered solution.
Different game genres present different challenges for artiﬁcial players (agents/bots). This work focuses on so-called RealTime Strategy games (RTS). In RTS, as in other wargames,
the participants position and maneuver units and structures
under their control to secure areas of the map and/or destroy
their opponent’s assets. RTS games have shown to have huge
decision spaces that cannot be dealt with search based AI
techniques [11].
We will describe one possible application of CBR to playing
RTS games, speciﬁcally for dynamic selection of the effective
army composition in response to opponent’s strategy. This
is being done based on observation of opponent’s actions
and consequently comparing this knowledge with our case
database. We have implemented an agent using CBR in this
decision-making process within a real-time strategy game
StarCraft: Brood War1 .
1 StarCraft

and StarCraft: Brood War are trademarks of Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. in the U.S. and/or other Countries.
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Over the last years, case-based reasoning has grown from
a rather speciﬁc and isolated research area to a ﬁeld of
widespread interest [1]. The number if its applications in
various areas, including the game AI and opponent modelling,
is rapidly growing.
Focusing only on the domain of game AI research and
CBR applications relevant to this ﬁeld, we were able to
identify a considerable amount of published work. It therefore
makes sense to categorize the games based on some kind of
taxonomy, such as the one introduced by Aha, Molineaux and
Ponsen in [2]. The games and corresponding CBR research is
divided based on both the traditional player’s viewpoint and
on the degree of attracted research interest into following 7
categories:
A. Classic board games:
Typical board games like chess or checkers present a
discrete, deterministic environment with two agents (players)
affecting it in episodic turns. Several researchers have addressed classic board games, beginning with Arthur Samuels
rote learning approach for playing checkers [15]. De Jong
and Schultzs GINA instead memorized a partial game tree for
playing Othello [4]. Chess has also been a popular topic. For
example, Kerner described a method for learning to evaluate
abstract patterns [10]. More recently, Powell et al.’s CHEBR
learned to play checkers given only a paucity of domain
knowledge [12].
B. Adventure games:
In adventure games, CBR has been used mainly for automated content generation. Fairclough and Cunningham described OPIATE [7], which uses a case-based planner and
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constraint satisfaction to provide moves for a story director
agent so as to ensure that characters act according to a
coherent plot. Also, Daz-Agudo et al. described a knowledgeintensive approach [5] that extracts constraints from a users
interactively-provided speciﬁcation, uses them to guide case
retrieval and adaptation, and then creates a readable plot using
natural language generation techniques.
C. Team sports:
Team sport games provide a challenging environment for
the problems of real-time multi-agent coordination and planning, but do not involve complicating dimensions common
to strategy games, such as economies, research, and warfare.
Quite popular instance of such game is the RoboCup Soccer
[14]. Wendler and Lenz described an approach for identifying
where simulated agents should move [19], while Wendler et al.
reported strategies for learning to pass [20]. Gabel and Veloso
instead used a CBR approach to select members for a team
[9].
D. Real-time individual games:
Real-time games with single agent, such as ﬁrst-person
shooters, leave little space for CBR application, but there
have been a few applications anyway. For example, Fagan and
Cunningham focused on a plan recognition task - they acquired
cases (state-action planning sequences) for predicting the next
action of a human player [6].

III. O UR W ORK
Generally, in RTS games, a player frequently faces a number
of ”typical situations”. Experienced players know how to
respond to these situations in optimal way thanks to knowledge
acquired by playing the game a lot.
Our artiﬁcial agent needed to have some kind of knowledge
representation structure, that would be able to hold such
information, and allow an agent to use it during the gameplay.
An intuitive choice of method for representing and reasoning about ”typical situations” is CBR, where every such
situation is considered an individual case.
The classic deﬁnition of CBR was coined by Riesbeck and
Schank [13]:
”A case-based reasoner solves problems by using or adapting
solutions to old problems.”
Conceptually CBR is commonly described by the CBRcycle (Fig. 1). This cycle comprises four activities (the four
REs):
1) Retrieve similar cases to the problem description.
2) Reuse a solution suggested by a similar case.
3) Revise or adapt that solution to better ﬁt the new
problem if necessary.
4) Retain the new solution once it has beed conﬁrmed or
validated [17].

E. Real-time god/management games:
Single player management games require agents to mainly
deal with planning and plan adaptation tasks in possibly
non-deterministic environment. Fascianos MAYOR system [8]
learns from planning failures in Sim City2 , a real-time city
management game. MAYOR monitors planning expectations
and employs a causal model to learn how to prevent failure
repetitions, where the goal is to improve the ratio of successful
plan executions.
F. Discrete/turn-based strategy:
Complex turn-based strategy games, like Freeciv (opensource Civilization clone), require players to solve a number
of distinctive sub-tasks. An example of applying CBR to such
sub-task is Ulam et al.’s approach to defending the cities from
attackers [16].
G. Real-time strategy:

Fig. 1.

RTS games usually focus on military combat (versus one
or more adversaries), although they also include decision
dimensions concerning tasks such as exploration, economic
development, or research advancement in a non-deterministic,
partially observable environment. Aha et al. used a case-based
system CaT [2] to select offensive and defensive actions,
and Weber with Mateas [18] used CBR to select a build
order in Wargus (open-source Warcraft 2 clone). Cadena and
Garrido presented the combined approach using the Fuzzy sets
and CBR to deal with strategic and tactical management in
StarCraft [3].
2 Sim

City is a trademark of EA International Ltd.
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Four activities of the CBR cycle as described in [17].

In our case, these problems (cases) are certain game situations. More speciﬁcally, a game situation is represented by a
single composition of opponent’s army.
Solutions to these problems are adequate counter-strategies,
crafted by human players over time. A counter-strategy consists of our desired army composition and a collection of
desired upgrades and technologies.
It is rare in RTS games that certain army composition has
more than one equally good “counter-composition” (counterstrategy).
Generating such counter-compositions by some kind of rulebased system would be too difﬁcult (near unrealizable in real
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time), because of the complexity of StarCraft. Within every
composition, there exists a large number of synergic effects
and the overall effectivity against other compositions depends
on too many different factors.
CBR allows us to abstract from the low-level game mechanics and in-depth origins of the effectivity of individual
compositions, and take advantage of long-term experience of
human players.
We are able to make use of predisposed database of game
situations which we created. So far, we have not experimented
with automatic modiﬁcation of this database by an agent.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
To test this approach, we implemented an agent playing a
real-time strategy game StarCraft (Fig. 3). The agent was programmed in Java, using a JNIWBAPI interface, that allowed
us to access in-game information and issue order to our units
in real time, during the course of the game.
Simply put, our agent was constantly producing certain
types of units during the game. The choice of unit types to
produce is a result of evaluating the current game situation
and selecting the adequate (most similar) case.
Each case is a vector consisting of doubles
�ratio, unitT ype�, where unitT ype is a speciﬁc kind
of opponent’s unit and ratio enumerates its percentage in his
army.
A solution, corresponding to a case, is a similar structure. It also contains a collection of �ratio, unitT ype�, but
unitT ypes here correspond to units that we want to have in
our own army. Additionally, a solution can also contain several
upgrades and technologies that we want to research.
The case-solution list (database) is stored in simple text
ﬁle, where every line contains one case and a corresponding
solution.
Few examples can be found in Fig. 2 (note that the original
lines are divided, and some unit types are omitted to ﬁt the
paper format).
15;Medic,20;Firebat,65;Marine--40;Zealot,40;Dragoon,20;HighTemplar
@LegEnhancements,PsionicStorm

Fig. 3.

In-game screenshot of our agent playing a StarCraft 1 vs. 1 match.

After we ﬁnd the case that resembles current game situation
the most, we use its solution as a parameter for our production
function, which tells the agent what unit types (and in what
ratio) to produce.
We evaluate game situations simply by observing the opponent’s army composition. It is of course changing constantly
during the game. Hence, in order to be successful, it is
essential to properly monitor the game map (to “scout”).
Consider the following example of army composition adaptation based on CBR: Thanks to scouting, we have noticed that
the opponent started producing many air units (switched from
“100%zerglings” to “50%zerglings, 50%mutalisks” army).
Our own army (“100%zealots”) therefore becomes uneffective, since it cannot attack air units. However, using our
similarity function, we determine that this situation resembles
one of the typical cases from our database - the one with
associated solution telling us to produce army effective against
both air and ground enemy units (“30%corsairs, 30%dragoons
and 40%zealots”). When we tell our production function to
produce this new composition, we should be able to deal with
new opponent’s army.
V. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK

60;SiegeTank,40;Vulture--50;Zealot,40;Dragoon,10;Arbiter
@LegEnhancements,StasisField
20;Ultralisk,15;Defiler,65;Zergling--30;Archon,20;DarkArchon,50;Zealot
@MindControl,LegEnhancements
Fig. 2. Example cases with corresponding solutions. Solutions are divided
by "---" string.

Our agent uses a simple similarity function to determine
which case resembles the current game situation the most.
Speciﬁcally, similarity function S(A, B) compares two cases
(army compositions) A, B and returns the percentage of units
that they have in common. Let n be a total number of unit
types in the game and let ratio(A, i) denote the percentage
of i − th unit type in the case A. Function S(A, B) is then
deﬁned as:
n
�
�
�
S(A, B) =
M IN ratio(A, i), ratio(B, i)
i=0
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Case-Based Reasoning offers a ﬁne way to increase efﬁciency of intelligent agents playing strategy games. In future
we are planning to create a system where our case database
will be able to adapt by itself. This will be done based on game
results and even on results of particular game sections (ﬁghts,
economic situations etc.). We are also planning to include
our CBR module in a student project MontyBot. The main
goal of this project, solved by several students from different
universities, is to create an intelligent StarCraft-playing agent
using a wide variety of methods of artiﬁcial intelligence.
In our paper we described step-by-step the CBR technique,
along with one of its possible application. We are certain this
method has a great potential not only in this ﬁeld.
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